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SUMMARY

Human primed embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are known to be converted to cells with several trophoblast
properties, but it has remained controversial whether this phenomenon represents the inherent differentia-
tion competence of human primed ESCs to trophoblast lineages. In this study, we report that chemical
blockage of ACTIVIN/NODAL and FGF signals is sufficient to steer human primed ESCs into GATA3-express-
ing cells that give rise to placental hormone-producing syncytia analogous to syncytiotrophoblasts of the
post-implantation stage of the human embryo. Despite their cytological similarity to syncytiotrophoblasts,
these syncytia arise from the non-trophoblastic differentiation trajectory that recapitulates amniogenesis.
These results provide insights into the possible extraembryonic differentiation pathway that is unique in pri-
mate embryogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

In mammalian development, a totipotent fertilized egg un-

dergoes a series of cell divisions while differentiating into

several lineages in a stepwise manner. Genetic studies using

mice as model animals have established the concept that the

first cell fate specification in mammals, the inner cell mass

(ICM) or trophectoderm (TE) lineage specification, starts around

the morula stage, and then they are segregated to form a blas-

tocyst. TE provides multiple components of the placenta that

play important roles in implantation and fetal growth. ICM is a

transient pluripotent tissue that segregates into two lineages,

primitive endoderm and epiblast (reviewed in Rossant, 2018).

According to the correspondence to these developmental

stages, pluripotency is classified into several types. In partic-

ular, the preimplantation ICM/epiblast is regarded as naive,

whereas post-implantation epiblast represents primed state of

pluripotency (Nichols and Smith, 2009). Mouse embryonic

stem cells (mESCs), a cell line derived from ICMs, recapitulate

the naive pluripotency of the parental tissue. When injected into

blastocysts, mESCs are incorporated into the ICM tissue and

start to differentiate following the developmental program of

the host animals. In chimeric pups, mESC derivatives are

distributed in multiple tissues, except for the placenta. This pro-

vides strong evidence that mESCs possess pluripotency but

lack the competence to differentiate into trophoblast lineages.

Indeed, trophoblast differentiation from mESCs is not attainable

in vitro unless artificial genetic manipulations are conducted,

while they can differentiate into cells of all three germ layers

(Martello and Smith, 2014). The inability to differentiate into

trophoblast lineages is also applicable to the stem cells derived

from mouse post-implantation epiblast, EpiSCs, which are in

the primed state of pluripotency.

The consensus that pluripotent stem cells never differentiate

into trophoblast lineages has been challenged by a surprising

report showing that human ESCs, which are now considered

to be corresponding to mouse EpiSCs, were converted into

differentiated cells with unique properties for placental cells

just by exposing them to BMP4 (Xu et al., 2002; the human con-

ventional ESCs are now referred as primed ESCs). Many groups

succeeded in replicating this phenomenon; in particular, the

establishment of a protocol to achieve the efficient conversion

of human primed ESCs into trophoblasts, called a BAP (BMP4

plus ACTIVIN/NODAL blocker A83-01 and basic fibroblast

growth factor (bFGF) blocker PD173074) facilitated the repro-

ducibility (Amita et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2018). The primed

ESC-derived trophoblast-like cells have been utilized as an

experimental platform for molecular and pathological studies

of viral infection or placental disorders, and provide valuable in-

formation (Sheridan et al., 2017, 2019; Horii et al., 2021). It has
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been also reported that primate primed ESCs could contribute to

the extraembryonic tissues, including placenta, when injected

into the monkey morula or blastocysts (Huang et al., 2018;

Kang et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the reliability of the trophoblast

differentiation from primed (or conventional) ESCs has been un-

der intense debate over the past decades (Bernardo et al., 2011;

Roberts et al., 2014), possibly because it contradicted the devel-

opmental dogma that has been validated in mouse studies.

Recently, two groups reported that BMPs induce amnion rather

than trophoblast differentiation in human primed ESCs, ques-

tioning their trophoblast competence (Guo et al., 2021; Io

et al., 2021). It remains an open question whether trophoblast-

like differentiation from primed ESCs recapitulates any develop-

mental processes.

During the investigation of BAP-induced responses, we

noticed that, without exogenous supplementation of BMP li-

gands, conventional human ESCs could be differentiated into

cells expressing several extraembryonic marker genes,

including GATA3. Using this differentiation system, we deci-

phered the cellular properties of the ESC-derived GATA3+ cells

and uncovered the dynamic transition from the primed pluripo-

tent cells to two types of extraembryonic cells; amnionic ecto-

derm-like cells and syncytiotrophoblast-like syncytial cells.

RESULTS

ACTIVIN/FGF blockers alone are sufficient to generate
GATA3+ cells from human primed ESCs
To investigate the dynamic process of trophoblast-like differen-

tiation from human ESCs, we generated reporter cell lines by

applying GATA3 as a readout for the trophoblast identity (G3KI

cells, clones #2–5- and #30–1; Figures S1A and S1B). We

confirmed that these reporter lines became positive for tandem

tomato (tdT) upon a BAP treatment (Figure S1C).

Interestingly, during the validation of these reporter lines, we

noticed that exogenous BMP4 was not essential for producing

GATA3-expressing cells (Figure 1A; Video S1). Flow cytometric

analyses showed that >95% of cells expressed tdT at day 4

just by adding only the two inhibitors for the ACTIVIN/NODAL

and FGF signaling (Figures 1B, 1C, and S1D). These tdT+ cells

also expressed a panel of trophoblast-associated markers

(Figures 1D–1F). Quantitative RT-PCR analyses confirmed that

genes associated with placental functions, including hormone

biosynthesis, nutrient transport, and immunological tolerance,

showed a significant increase in their mRNA expression

(Figures 1G and S1E). As different placental features, the upre-

gulation of endogenous retroviruses and the expression and/or

secretion of placental hormones chorionic gonadotrophin b

(CGb), GDF15, and PGF, were detected after cells were treated

with the two inhibitors (Figures 1G–1I). These observations indi-

cate that the combined inhibition of ACTIVIN/NODAL and FGF

signals steered ESCs to express biological features unique to

the placenta. We observed GATA3 induction in all culture media

and substrates we tested and in other primed ESC or iPSC lines

(Figures S1F–S1I). Hereafter, we denote this differentiation

recipe consisting of small molecules only as an AP (BAP minus

BMP4), andGATA3-expressing cells as GATA3+ extraembryonic

(ExE) cells to distinguish them from trophectoderm-derived con-

ventional trophoblast lineages.

Validating cells using a small number of classical placental

markers only may be a cause of controversy. Therefore, we

explored the genome-wide transcriptome features and dy-

namics of AP-induced differentiation processes by bulk RNA

sequencing. Principal component and clustering analyses indi-

cated a drastic change in gene expression patterns between 2

and 4 days after AP addition (Figures 1J and 1K). These differ-

entiated cells lacked the expression of markers for definitive

endoderm, mesoderm, and neural progenitors (Figure S1J; Cliff

et al., 2017). Then we extracted differentially expressed genes

(DEGs) between ESCs and GATA3+ ExE cells (at day 8) and

performed gene enrichment analyses (Figure 1L). These ana-

lyses indicated that the upregulated genes were more closely

associated with the placenta than other tissues and with

placenta-related terms or biological processes (Figures 1M

and S1K). We then examined the expression of hundreds of

gene that had been reported as DEGs among three major

Figure 1. ACTIVIN/FGF blockers alone are sufficient to generate GATA3+ cells from human primed ESCs

(A) Live imaging of the GATA3-knockin KhES-1 cells treated with AP for 72 h. Red fluorescence indicates GATA3-expressing cells. Recording was started imme-

diately after AP addition. Scale bar, 500 mm.

(B and C) Time course quantitation of GATA3+ cells after AP addition. (B) Representative histograms are shown. (C) Data represent the mean with SD (n = 3).

(D) Flow cytometric panels for APA+/GATA3+ cells at day 4 after AP addition. As a negative control, cells were incubated without a primary antibody and then

stained using a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated mouse IgG antibody. The representative panels from three independent experiments are shown.

(E and F) Immunostaining for ESCs or trophoblast markers. Cells were stained before and 3 days (E), and at 4 days after AP addition (F). The representative panels

from three independent experiments are shown. Scale bar, 200 mm.

(G) qPCR assay for trophoblast-related genes. GATA3-knockin KhES-1 cells were treated with AP for the indicated periods. Data represent the meanwith SD (n =

3).

(H and I) Production of placental hormones. (H) Secretion level of CGb and GDF15 in AP-treated cells (at day 8). Data represent the mean with SD (n = 8). (I)

Immunostaining for CGb and PGF at 6 days after AP addition. Representative images from three independent experiments are shown.

(J) Unbiased hierarchical clustering of the transcriptome data. GATA3-knockin KhES-1 cells were treated with AP for 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 days with two biological

replicates.

(K) Principal component analyses (PCAs) of AP-induced differentiated cells at days 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8. The top 1,000 valuable genes were used for the variation

calculation.

(L and M) Volcano plot of ESCs versus differentiated cells (day 8) (L). The upregulated genes (828 genes, log2 fold change [FC] > 4, p > 0.05) are indicated as red

dots. Tissue distribution of the upregulated genes is shown (M).

(N) Boxplot presentation showing the expression dynamics of the genes shown to be enriched in the epiblast (EPI genes; 813), trophoblast (TrB genes; 618), and

primitive endoderm (PrE genes; 171) of the cultured blastocysts (Xiang et al., 2020). Statistical analyses were done by Dunnett’s test (D and G) and Wilcoxon

signed-rank test for paired data (H); N.D., not detected; n.s., not significant; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. See also Figure S1 and Video S1.
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lineages residing within days post fertilization (DPF) 7–9

cultured human embryos: epiblast (EPI), primitive endoderm

(PrE), and trophoblast (TrB) (Xiang et al., 2020). The temporal

expression of these genes indicated an obvious trend of TrB

gene induction in parallel with EPI gene downregulation (Fig-

ure 1N). These results indicated that AP alone could convert

primed ESCs into cells that are assigned to the trophoblast

or placenta at a global transcriptome level.

Syncytiotrophoblast-like features of AP-induced
GATA3+ cells
In the implantation stage of the human embryo, three types of

trophoblast lineages, cytotrophoblast (CTB), syncytiotropho-

blast (STB), and extravillous trophoblast (EVT), form the primitive

syncytium (Turco andMoffett, 2019). For amore detailed charac-

terization of the AP-induced GATA3+ cells, the gene expression

in the cells treated with AP for 4 days, the time point when almost

all cells became positive for GATA3, was profiled by single-cell

RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq, 10x Genomics). Clustering ana-

lyses showed that a total of 1,833 cells were divided into six

clusters (Figures 2A and S2A). Profiling DEGs among these six

clusters revealed that cluster 4 cells shared highly expressing

genes with cells annotated as early STBs (E-STBs) and STBs

of the human embryos cultured to the post-implantation stage

(Xiang et al., 2020) (Figures 2B and S2B). They included several

classical markers for STBs (CGb, SDC1, and TBX3; Okae et al.,

2018; Lv et al., 2019), and their expression was confirmed at a

protein level (Figure 2C). As a comprehensive approach, we

calculated the signature scores of each cluster using the re-

ported DEGs among the trophoblast subpopulations of 6–14

DPF human embryos (Xiang et al., 2020), and found that cluster

4 showed a higher E-STB score than the other clusters

(Figures 2D, 2E, and S2C). Due to technical limitations, a part

of enlarged STB-like cells was filtered out during the processes

for single-cell isolation (see STAR Methods), which might be a

cause for the seemingly small proportion of cluster 4 in the

single-cell analyses (77 out of 1,833 cells, 4.2%); however,

live-cell immunostaining indicated that the large area of the

AP-treated cells was positive for SDC1 (Figure S2D). Reanalyses

of the bulk RNA-sequencing data using these DEGs indicated

that the expression of E-STB- and STB-enriched genes

increased with the extension of the culture period (Figure S2E).

STBs play pivotal roles in pregnancy, including hormone pro-

duction, nutrient/waste exchange, and immune tolerance. They

differentiated from the progenitor CTBs and formed character-

istic multinucleated syncytia. Consistent with the high levels of

expression of several genes implicated in cell fusion, syncytia

were observed in the culture of GATA3+ ExE cells (Figures 2F

and 2G). To monitor syncytium formation, two lines of ESC that

were marked with different fluorescent proteins (H2B-Venus

and mCherry, respectively) were independently treated with AP

for 4 days, and then mixed and cocultured. After 4–6 days of

coculture, we detected the appearance of syncytia, defined as

cells expressing both the Venus signals in the nucleus and

mCherry signals in the cell body (Figures 2H, 2I, and S2F; Video

S2). We confirmed the expression of CGb in these multinucle-

ated syncytia (Figure 2J). These syncytia exhibited striking

immunological hallmarks; they expressed immuno-suppressive

programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) while expressing a negli-

gible level of class I HLA molecules (Figures 2K, 2L, S2G, and

S2H). The expression of HLA-G, a typical marker for EVT, was

detected, but the global trend of EVT-enriched gene expression

did not support a robust EVT induction (Figures S2I and S2J).

From these results, we reasoned that, under our culture con-

ditions, human primed ESCs differentiate into cells that were

akin to STBs, rather than EVTs, of the peri-implantation embryos.

Molecular analyses of primed ESC-to-GATA3+ ExE con-
version
It is interesting that inhibitor-mediated perturbation of pluripotent

signals was sufficient to stimulate ESCs not only to exit from their

undifferentiated state but also to undergo a sequential transition

into GATA3+ cells. This suggests uncharacterized intrinsic pro-

grams for extraembryonic fate conversion of human primed

ESCs. We sought to decipher the intrinsic mode of the differentia-

tion program. In the scheduled medium-switching experiments, it

was demonstrated that the first 3 days of inhibitor administration

were sufficient to produce GATA3-positive cells with >90% effi-

ciency (Figure S3A), indicating that this is a critical period for the

fate determination of GATA3+ ExE cells. We examined BMP re-

sponses during this period, because the importance of BMP

Figure 2. Syncytiotrophoblast-like features of AP-induced GATA3+ cells

(A) UMAP representation of 1,833 AP-induced GATA3+ cells (day 4). The six clusters can be visualized based on the colors indicated.

(B) Scatter and violin plot representations for cluster distribution of the representative genes identified as cluster 4-enriched DEGs.

(C) Immunostaining of KhES-1 cells for the indicated genes at day 5 after AP addition. Representatives from three independent experiments are shown. Scale bar,

100 mm.

(D and E) Signature scores calculated using genes specific for each trophoblast sublineage in cultured human embryos (Xiang et al., 2020). (D) Heatmap rep-

resentation for signature score of each cluster. (E) Distribution of signature score calculated genes specific in early STBs (n = 218) (Xiang et al., 2020) was

presented in a UMAP space.

(F) Violin plot representations for cluster distribution of the representative genes implicated in cell fusion.

(G) Confocal images of syncytia at 4 days after AP addition. A binary image of E-cadherin (ECAD) signal (right, gray image). Syncytia is defined by ECAD signal,

and indicated as the enclosed regions in the right fluorescence image (dotted lines). Representative images are shown. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(H and I) Visualization of syncytium formation. Coculture was started at 4 days after differentiation. (H) Syncytia were double positive for H2B-Venus andmCherry.

Fluorescent images at day 10. (I) Time-lapse confocal images of syncytialization. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(J) Immunostaining for CGb in a H2B-Venus+/mCherry+ syncytium. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(K) The expression of immunomodulators in KhES-1 cells treated with AP. Cells were treated with AP for 8 days and stained with antibodies for the indicated

proteins. Syncytia were defined with ECAD signal, and indicated as the enclosed regions (dotted lines).

(L) PD-L1-positive areas are indicated as enclosed regions (dotted lines). Scale bars, 200 mm. See also Figure S2 and Video S2.
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signaling to direct conventional ESCs to trophoblasts has been

repeatedly reported in the past decades (Roberts et al., 2018; Xu

et al., 2002). Through a series of biochemical assays, we found

that BMP-SMAD signaling was transiently activated by AP stimu-

lation (Figures 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D). When surveying bulk RNA-

sequencing data, we noticed that, among BMP ligands, the

mRNA expression of BMP4 was upregulated (Figures 3C and

S3B). The secretion of BMP4 into the culture medium was

confirmed (Figure 3D). To validate the involvement of the cell-

autonomous BMP signals in the cell fate determination, we tested

two different types of BMP signal blockers, NOGGIN (NOG) as an

antagonist for extracellular BMPs and LDN-193189 (LDN) as a ki-

nase inhibitor for intracellular signal cascade. These blockers

impaired the upregulation of BMP reporter activity in AP-treated

cells, ensuring the cell-autonomous activation of BMP signaling

in the differentiating cells (Figure 3E). When BMP signal input

was repressed by the combined action of NOG and LDN, the

AP-inducedGATA3-expressing cellswere significantly decreased

(Figures 3F, 3G, S3C, and S3D). Alternatively, PAX6+ neuronal

ectodermal cellswere induced under these conditions (Figure 3G).

Consistent with these results, quantitative RT-PCR analyses

showed a reduction in trophoblast genes and the upregulation of

ectoderm genes in the BMP-inhibited condition (Figure S3E).

Simultaneous treatment of primed ESCs with AP and BMP4

(BAP) induced a rapid induction of GATA3-expressing cells, but

their expression levels at the later phase were comparable with

that of AP-treated cells (Figure S3F).

Taken together, these results demonstrated that cell-autono-

mous BMP signal activation is important for the efficient conver-

sion of primed ESCs into the extraembryonic fate. We inferred

that, upon exit from an undifferentiated state, cells begin to ex-

press and secret BMP4, and this endogenous signal determines

the fate into the GATA3+ ExE cells while preventing ectodermal

fate.

Amniotic features at the early phase of differentiation
The BMP4-expressing cells are key for determining the fate of

GATA3+ ExE cells. We supposed that these cells are analogous

to the amniotic ectoderm, the EPI-derived epithelium that under-

lies the trophoblast layer to form an amniotic cavity in peri-im-

plantation primate embryos, since BMP4 mRNA was detected

in this extraembryonic tissue (Sasaki et al., 2016; Ma et al.,

2019; Xiang et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021). It was also reported

that BAP induces amnion rather than trophoblast fate in human

primed ESCs (Guo et al., 2021; Io et al., 2021). Therefore, we

examined amniotic properties in AP-treated cells on day 2, a

time point when BMP4 expression peaks (Figure 3C). Morpho-

logical changes suggestive of a transition from columnar to

squamous epithelium, an anatomical feature distinguishing am-

niotic ectoderm from the epiblast (Figure S4A; Luckett et al.,

1975; Shao et al., 2017a, 2017b; Xiang et al., 2020), were

observed in these cells (Figures 4A–4C). The squamous epithe-

lium was negative for NANOG, but coexpressed low levels of

OCT3/4 and TFAP2A (Figure 4D), as seen in the primate early

amnion epithelium or human amniogenesis model using stem

cells (Shao et al., 2017a, Shao et al., 2017b; Xiang et al., 2020;

Zheng et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020). Next, the AP-treated cells

were compared with previously reported ESC-derived amnion-

like cells (Shao et al., 2017a-). Hierarchical clustering and corre-

lation scoring indicated that, on day 2, the AP-treated cells had

the highest transcriptional similarity with the amnion-like cells

(Figures 4E and S4B). Indeed, most of the genes whose expres-

sion was upregulated in the amnion-like cells were also induced

in the AP-treated cells (Figures 4F, S4C, and S4D). They included

genes such as ISL1 and HAND1, which have been reported to

express in the primate amnion (Knöfler et al., 2002; Ma et al.,

2019; Yang et al., 2021). Immunostaining showed that themajor-

ity of cells expressed these proteins at this time point (Figures 4G

and 4H). As expected from the transcriptome similarity, AP treat-

ment in the three-dimensional environment steered primed

ESCs to form a cystic morphology resembling that of the re-

ported amnion-like cells (Shao et al., 2017a-; Figures S4E and

S4F). Furthermore, when compared at a single-cell resolution

with the embryonic sac, an in vitro model recapitulating human

post-implantation development and cell allocation (Zheng

et al., 2019), AP-treated cells were plotted closer to the amniotic

analogous of the embryonic sac (Figure 4I).

Collectively, these results suggested that human primed ESCs

give rise to the cells that share a set of cytological and transcrip-

tional features with nascent amniotic ectoderm at an early phase

of AP-induced differentiation.

Coexistence of late amnion-like cells and STB-like cells
The mRNA expression of BMP4 and ISL1 immediately returned

to the basal level, but some amnion genes, such as HAND1

and WNT6, were still expressed on day 4, a time point when

STB-like cells appeared (Figure S4C). Intriguingly, HAND1 pro-

tein level seemed to drop in the cells that started expressing

CGb (Figure S5A, arrowhead). Indeed, the single-cell transcrip-

tome analyses revealed that the expression level of HAND1

mRNA remained high in cells that did not express CGA or

SDC1 (Figures 5A, 2B, and S2B). The mutually exclusive pattern

of HAND1 and SDC1 expression were also seen at a protein level

(Figure 5C). When looking into DEGs between HAND1+ and

SDC1+ populations, the expression level of genes reported to

be specific to human amniotic ectodermal cells (GABRP,

VTCN1, IGFBP3, and so on; Roost et al., 2015; Zhu et al.,

2020, Tyser et al., 2021) were high in HAND1+ cells but low in

SDC1+ cells (Figures 5D and S5B–S5D). Quantitative RT-PCR

analyses indicated the significant elevation of the mRNA levels

of these genes on day 4 of AP treatment (Figure S5E). We

focused on VTCN1, whose expression was undetectable or

low in the trophoblast lineages of the cultured human embryos

(Xiang et al., 2020; Figure S6B), as a putative surface marker to

distinguish the HAND1+ cells from the SDC1-expressing popula-

tion (Figures 5D and 5E). Flow cytometric analyses indicated that

the half portion of the cells was positive for VTCN1 after 5 days of

AP addition (Figure 5F). We then fractionated the GATA3+ cells

into VTCN-high and -low populations, and measured the

expression level of amnion- or STB-related genes (for gating

strategy, see Figure S5F). VTCN1-high cells express higher level

of amnion-related genes, while VTCN1-low cells expressed

STB-related genes at a high level (Figure 5G), supporting the

results from scRNA-seq analyses. In the aspect of immunolog-

ical features, class I HLA expression was retained in VCTN1-pos-

itive cells, while PD-L1 induction was observed only in the
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Figure 3. Molecular analyses of ESC-to-

GATA3+ ExE conversion

(A) Western blotting analyses for the SMAD signaling

pathway at the indicated timepoints of AP-induced

differentiation. Actin was examined as a loading

control. Representatives from three independent

experiments are shown.

(B) Luciferase activity measurement using the

83BRE reporter plasmid before and after AP addi-

tion. Data represent the mean with SD (n = 3).

(C) qPCR assay for BMP4. Cells were treated with

AP for the indicated periods. Data represent the

mean with SD (n = 3).

(D) Secretion levels of BMP4 in culture supernatants

(day 3). Data represent the mean with SD (n = 7).

(E) Inhibitory effects of NOG and LDN on BMP-

dependent transcription. Luciferase activity was

measured before and after AP addition (day 2). Data

represent the mean with SD (n = 3).

(F) Time course quantitation of GATA3+ cells in the

presence and absence of BMP blockers. Data

represent the mean with SD (n = 3).

(G) Immunostaining of KhES-1 cells for the indicated

lineage markers. Representatives from three inde-

pendent experiments are shown. Scale bars,

100 mm. Statistical analyses were done by paired t

test (B and E), Tukey’s test among all groups (C),Wil-

coxon signed-rank test for paired data (D), unpaired

Student’s t test versus control cells at each time

point (F); N.D., not detected; n.s., not significant;

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. See also Fig-

ure S3.
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HAND1-negative areas (Figure S5G). Consistent with the low

expression of fusogenic genes in HAND1+ cells (Figure 2F,

D4_clst_0, _1, and _2), syncytia were not induced in these cells

(Figure S5H).

Cell fate specification is defined by cell-type-specific gene

regulatory networks (GRNs) that are under the control of tran-

scription factor binding to cis-regulatory elements of target

genes. To verify the VTCN1+ and SDC1+ cells at a gene regula-

tory level, we analyzed GRNs by SCENIC (Aibar et al., 2017).

These analyses revealed that the pattern of GRN activity in clus-

ter 4 was clearly distinct from that in other clusters (Figure 5H). Of

note, cluster 4 cells showed higher activity of GRNs governed by

GATA2, TFAP2C, and TBX3, all of which were previously re-

ported to activate trophoblast- or STB-related programs (Fig-

ure 5I) (Krendl et al., 2017; Lv et al., 2019). Cluster 0 and 1, which

included HAND1+/VTCN+ cells, showed lower activity of these

GRNs but higher activity of different classes of GRNs (Figure 5I).

On the basis of these definite differences in gene expression,

cytological features, and GRNs, we concluded that two distinct

types of cells, one showing STB-like phenotypes and the other

resembling late amnion ectoderm, were induced simultaneously

in the later stages of AP-induced differentiation.

Branching of STB-like cells from amnionic
differentiation trajectory
As described, we observed stepwise transitions into the two

different states of GATA3-expressing cells. To decipher the tem-

poral dynamics of cell state transitions from day 2–4, we interro-

gated the integrated single-cell transcriptome dataset (Figure 6A).

Computing pseudotime of each cell postulated putative differen-

tiation trajectory during this period, and advocated some

branches of the trajectory (Figure 6B). We focused on a branching

pointwhere the trajectory bifurcated intoSDC1+ andVTCN1+ cells

(Figures 6B and S6A; the branching point is indicated by an arrow

in Figure 6B). We omitted outlier cells and classified the remaining

cells into three populations based on this branching point, one as

a pre-branching (ExE-A), and the other two as post-branching

(ExE-B and ExE-C) (Figure 6C). The identity of cells from each

groupwas assessed by comparing themwith cells from implanta-

tion-stage and gastrulation-stage human embryos (Xiang et al.,

2020; Tyser et al., 2021). We first ascertained the tissue distribu-

tion of the marker genes used in the previous analyses (Fig-

ure S6B). Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection

(UMAP) projection of the AP-treated cells together with these

reference cells revealed a unique nature of the AP-induced differ-

entiation route (Figures 6D and S6C). ExE-A cells were in close

proximal to the embryonic pluripotent population and ExE-B cells

partially overlapped with the cells annotated as ectoderm (amnio-

tic/embryonic). ExE-C cells delaminated from the trajectory to

approach the cells annotated as STB. The comparison of the

expression of lineage-specific genes also indicated that ExE-A

and ExE-B cells showed similar trends to embryonic/amniotic

ectoderm, while ExE-C cells shared highly expressed genes

with trophoblasts, especially STBs (Figure 6E). Consistent with

these results, the signature scores calculated using amnion tis-

sue-enriched genes increased with the progression from ExE-A

to ExE-B, while the scores for the STB signature remained at a

basal level (Figures 6F, 6G, and S6D). In the transition from

ExE-A to ExE-C, we observed the opposite pattern of signature

score dynamics (Figures 6F, 6G, and S6E show expression dy-

namics of the selected genes). SCENIC analyses indicated that

ISL1, which has been reported to be active in early amnion of cyn-

omolgus monkey (Yang et al., 2021), showed a higher level of ac-

tivity in the ExE-A cells (Figures 6H, S6F, and S6G). On the other

hand, the ISL1 activity declined in the ExE-C cells. These data

suggest that the ExE-A to ExE-B transition recapitulates the pro-

gression of early to late amniotic ectoderm, and that the ExE-C

cells arise from the trajectory of amniotic differentiation. To

confirm this, we tracked cell divisions from day 2 by live imaging,

and characterized the fate of the descendants arising from the

same cells by endpoint immunostaining (Figures 6I–6K and Video

S3). This experiment showed that both SDC1+ cells and VTCN1+

cells were observed in the same clonal population, indicating that

they arise from the common origin.

Taken altogether, these results suggested that STB-like cells

are segregated from the cells undergoing differentiation from

the epiblast to amniotic ectodermal lineage (Figure S6H).

DISCUSSION

Human ESCs are known to acquire certain trophoblast character-

istics in response toBMP ligands,but the trophoblast identityof the

Figure 4. Amniotic features at the early phase of differentiation

(A) Confocal images of the KhES-1 colonies treated or untreated with AP for 2 days. The upper and middle panels are the x-y views at apical and basal sections,

respectively. The low is the y-z view. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(B) Comparison of apical-basal distances of AP-treated or -untreated colonies (10 different images from three independent experiments).

(C) Schematic diagram of the morphological transition (y-z view) of the AP-treated colony.

(D) Immunostaining of KhES-1 cells before or after treatment with AP for the indicated proteins. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(E and F) Comparison of transcriptomes from AP-treated KhES-1 cells with the published ones from amnion-like cells (Shao et al., 2017a-). (E) Spearman cor-

relation. (F) Heatmap representation in AP-treated or -untreated cells using the top 50 genes (logFC values) that were shown to be upregulated in the amnion-like

cells. The examples for amnion-related genes are indicated.

(G) Immunostaining of AP-treated KhES-1 cells for the indicated proteins. Faint fluorescence for ISL-1 were detected before AP addition, but they were non-nu-

cleus. Right panels are enlarged images of the region enclosed in the center images. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(H) Flow cytometry panels for the quantification of HAND1- expression in KhES-1 cells before and after treatment with AP for 2 days. As a negative control, cells

were incubated without a primary antibody and then stained using an FITC-conjugated mouse IgG antibody. Representative histograms from three independent

experiments are shown.

(I) UMAP projection of AP-treated KhES-1 cells (day 2) using cells from the in vitromodels for human embryonic sac as a reference (Zheng et al., 2019). Cell an-

notations follow the original report: AMLC, amnion-like cell; Transwell-AMLC, AMLC derived by the Transwell method; hPGCLC, human primordial germ cell-like

cell; MeLC1-2, mesoderm-like cell. See also Figure S4.
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ESC derivatives is often questionable. Some reports have claimed

that they represent non-trophoblastic cells, such as amnionic de-

rivatives (Bernardo et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2021; Io et al., 2021).

Considering the controversial situation, we avoided referring to

the AP-induced cells as trophoblasts. Instead, we referred to

them as GATA3+ ExE cells, and characterized them extensively.

We demonstrated that AP-treated cells start to express early

amnion-related genes in the early phase of differentiation,

including BMP4 and ISL1. The cells expressing these genes

are functionally crucial for the subsequent steps of differentia-

tion, because the inhibition of the BMP4 action impedes the in-

crease of GATA3+ cells. The expression levels of these genes

decreased with prolonged culture, but instead genes reported

to be induced in the later stage of primate amniogenesis (e.g.,

VTCN1, GABRP, and IGFBP3) began to be expressed specif-

ically in cells retaining HAND1 expression. When compared

with cells from the human embryos, the HAND1+/VTCN+ popula-

tion is most closely matched with cells from the amnion tissue of

the gastrulating embryos. These observations suggested that

our differentiation system represents the process of amnion dif-

ferentiation from the epiblast, which agrees with previous reports

(Guo et al., 2021; Io et al., 2021). An important aspect of this

study is that STB-like cells are also induced in the same culture.

These cells shared a series of cellular properties with authentic

STBs, including endocrine functions, immunological features,

characteristic syncytial morphology, and underlying GRN activ-

ity, and were clearly distinguished from the HAND1+/VTCN1+

late amnion-like cells. Trajectory analyses and cell tracking by

live imaging indicated that these two cell types emerged from

the same origin, supporting the idea that AP-induced differenti-

ation bifurcated into different trajectories leading to distinct

types of extraembryonic cells (Figure S6H). We supposed that

the AP-induced STB-like cells are phenotypically equivalent

to the BAP-induced ones (Xu et al., 2002; Yabe et al., 2016),

but the elimination of exogenous BMP ligands from the culture

conditions sheds light on the cell-autonomous role of BMP4 in

the fate specification to extraembryonic lineages.

Finally, we discuss the biological implications of the differenti-

ation of STB-like cells from the ESCs with primed pluripotency.

Why conventional ESCs, which are regarded as counterparts

of the post-implantation epiblast, give rise to trophoblast-like

cells has been a big question since the first report by Thomp-

son’s group (Xu et al., 2002). Recent progress in primate embry-

ology has unveiled substantial differences between mouse and

human development (Nakamura et al., 2016; Petropoulos

et al., 2016; Rossant and Tam, 2017; Turco and Moffett, 2019)

and offers another possibility for this long-standing question.

Considered together with accumulating transcriptome informa-

tion on early primate embryos, the results presented in this study

provide the possibility that, in primates, the amniotic ectoderm

serves as another source for placental hormone-producing syn-

cytia. Although the presence of such amniotic ectoderm-derived

cells within the primitive syncytium in vivo remains ambiguous, it

has been reported that CGb-expressing cells are located prox-

imal to the amniotic epithelium of the cultured human embryos

(Xiang et al., 2020). Whether the syncytium-forming extraembry-

onic cells originated not only from the trophectodermal lineages

but also from the amniotic ectoderm, and whether they function

together to support the growth of the primate fetus, are exciting

questions that challenge the conventional view of mammalian

development. Future in vivo investigations utilizing strict lineage

tracing techniques will help us to discuss the hypothesis.

Limitations of the study
The early stage of differentiation from human ESCs may recapit-

ulate developmental processes that corresponds to the post-im-

plantation stage of human embryonic development. However,

our current knowledge of cellular dynamics around the implanta-

tion stage is still insufficient, making it difficult to accurately eval-

uate the reliability of the in vitromodel.We and other groups have

utilized a few previously published scRNA-seq data from the hu-

man or non-human primate embryos, but the molecular informa-

tion of the early amniotic ectoderm is limited, perhaps because

the number of amniotic cells was very low in these previous an-

alyses. It is currently uncertain whether STB-like cells arise from

the post-implantation epiblasts in vivo.
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Figure 5. Coexistence of late amnion-like cells and STB-like cells

(A) UMAP and violin plot representations of expression profile of HAND1 at day4. Cell clusters are the same as those in Figure 2A.

(B) Cluster distribution of HAND1+ or SDC1+ cells.

(C–E) Immunostaining of KhES-1 cells treatedwith AP for 5 days.Mutual exclusive expression of HAND1 and SDC1 (C, scale bar, 200 mm) or VTCN1 and SDC1 (D,

scale bar, 100 mm), and colocalized expression of HAND1 and VTCN1 (E, scale bar, 200 mm) are shown. Right panels are enlarged images of the region enclosed

in the left images (C and D).

(F) Flow cytometry panels for the quantification of VTCN1 expression in KhES-1 cells before and after treatment with AP for 5 days. As a negative control, cells

were stained using a PE-conjugated mouse IgG antibody. Representative histograms from three independent experiments are shown.

(G) qPCR assay for evaluating differential gene expression between VTCN1-low and -high cells. KhES-1 cells treated with AP for 5 days were divided by a flow

cytometer into two populations according to the expression level of VTCN1. Gene expressions are shown relative to non-sorted total cells with SD (n = 3).

(H and I) GRN analyses in AP-treated cells (day 4). (H) Heatmap representation of the GRN activity. (I) The activity plotting of the selected regulons on UMAP

space. Distribution of regulons enriched in cluster 4 (left) and in cluster 0/1 (right). Statistical analyses were done by paired t test (G); ***p < 0.001. See also

Figure S5.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse monoclonal anti-CD249 BD Biosciences Cat#564532; RRID: AB_2738837

Mouse monoclonal anti-cytokeratin-7 DAKO Cat#M7018; RRID: AB_2134589

Goat polyclonal anti-NANOG R&D Systems Cat#AF1997; RRID:AB_355097

Goat polyclonal anti-GATA3 R&D Systems Cat#AF2605; RRID:AB_2108571

Rabbit polyclonal anti-OCT-4 Abcam Cat#ab181557; RRID:AB_2687916

Mouse monoclonal anti-OCT3/4 BD Biosciences Cat#611202; RRID:AB_398736

Rabbit polyclonal anti-TFAP2A Abcam Cat#ab52222; RRID:AB_867683

Rabbit polyclonal anti-TFAP2C Sigma-Aldrich Cat#HPA055179; RRID:AB_2686902

Rabbit polyclonal anti-VGLL1 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#HPA042403; RRID:AB_2677980

Mouse monoclonal anti-COUP-TF2 Perseus Proteomics Cat#PP-H7147-00; RRID:AB_2314222

Mouse monoclonal anti-CGb Abcam Cat#ab9582; RRID:AB_296507

Rat monoclonal anti-PGF R&D Systems Cat#MAB2642; RRID:AB_10718412

Rabbit polyclonal anti-TBX3 Abcam Cat#ab99302; RRID:AB_10861059

Mouse monoclonal anti-SDC1 Abcam Cat#ab181789

Mouse monoclonal anti-HOPX Santa Cruz Cat#sc-398703; RRID:AB_2687966

Rabbit polyclonal anti-cytokeratin23 Proteintech Cat#24049-1-AP; RRID:AB_2879416

Rat monoclonal anti-ECAD TAKARA Cat#M108; RRID:AB_2895157

Mouse monoclonal anti-HLA-ABC BioLegend Cat#311402; RRID:AB_314871

Mouse monoclonal anti-HLA-ABC(PE) BioLegend Cat#311406; RRID:AB_314875

Mouse monoclonal anti-PD-L1 Cell Signaling Technology Cat#13684; RRID:AB_2687655

Mouse monoclonal anti-HLA-G Santa Cruz Cat#sc-21799; RRID:AB_627938

Rabbit polyclonal anti-ACTIN Sigma Aldrich Cat#A5060; RRID:AB_476738

Mouse monoclonal anti-PAX6 BD Biosciences Cat#561462; RRID:AB_10715442

Goat polyclonal anti-ISL1 R&D Systems Cat#AF1837; RRID:AB_2126324

Mouse monoclonal anti-MEIS2 Sigma Aldrich Cat#WH0004212M1; RRID:AB_1842419

Goat polyclonal anti-HAND1 R&D Systems Cat#AF3168; RRID:AB_2115853

Mouse monoclonal anti-HAND1 Santa Cruz Cat#sc-390376

Rabbit polyclonal anti-PRTG Sigma-Aldrich Cat#HPA032138; RRID:AB_10669675

Rabbit polyclonal anti-DLX5 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#HPA005670; RRID:AB_1078681

Rabbit polyclonal anti-GABRP Abcam Cat#ab26055; RRID:AB_470785

Rabbit monoclonal anti-B7H4 Abcam Cat#ab252438

Mouse monoclonal anti-B7H4 (PE) Thermo Fisher Cat#12-5949-42; RRID:AB_1944340

Mouse monoclonal anti-CD138(FITC) Miltenyi Biotec Cat#130-119-927; RRID:AB_2751925

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

DMEM/F12 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D6421

Knockout Serum Replacement Gibco Cat#10828-028

MEM-NEAA(100x) Gibco Cat#11140-050

2-mercaptoethanol Nakalai Tesque Cat#21438-82

L-glutamine Gibco Cat#25030081

Basic FGF WAKO Cat#064-04543

BMP4 R&D Systems Cat#314-BP

NOGGIN R&D Systems Cat#6057-NG

A83-01 WAKO Cat#039-24111
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

PD173074 WAKO Cat#160-26831

LDN-193188 STEMGENT Cat#04-0074

Y-27632 dihydrochloride Tocris Cat#1254

Recombinant Cas9 Clontech Cat#632641

Matrigel Corning Cat#356230

DRAQ7 Cell Signaling Technology Cat#7406

Hoechst 33342 WAKO Cat#346-07951

Alexa-flour palloidin Invitrogen Cat#A12379

Critical commercial assays

Human BMP4 ELIZA Kit Abcam Cat#ab231930

Human CGb ELIZA Kit Abcam Cat#ab108638

Human GDF15 ELISA Kit Proteintech Cat#KE00108

Guide-it Long ssDNA Production

System

Clontech Cat#632644

Guide-it sgRNA In Vitro Transcription

System

Clontech Cat#632635

Nano-Glo Dual-Luciferase Reporter

Assay System

Promega Cat#N1610

Chromium Single Cell 30 Library &

Gel Beads Kit v3.1

10x Genomics Cat#PN-120267

NextSeq500/550 High Output v2.5 Kit Illumina Cat#20024907

NovaSeq 600 SP Reagent Kit v1.5 Illumina Cat#20028401

Deposited data

RNA-seq data This paper GEO:GSE175977

Single cell RNA-seq data This paper GEO:GSE196365

RNA-seq data of human ESC-derived

three germ layers

Cliff et al. (2017) GEO:GSE101655

RNA-seq data from ESC-derived

amnion-like cells

Shao et al. (2017a, 2017b) GEO:GSE89479

Single cell RNA-seq data from ESC-

derived embryonic sac

Zheng et al. (2019) GEO:GSE134571

Single cell RNA-seq data from cultured

human blastocyst

Xiang et al. (2020) GEO:GSE136447

Single cell RNA-seq data from gastrulation

stage huma embryo

Tyser et al. (2021) http://human-gastrula.net/

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human embryonic stem cell line KhES-1 Suemori et al. (2006) N/A

Human embryonic stem cell line KthES-11 Kawase et al. (2021) N/A

Human induced pluripotent stem cell line 253G1 Nakagawa et al. (2008) N/A

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts Oriental Yeast KBL9284400

DR4 MEF feeder cells Applied Stem Cell ASF-1001

Oligonucleotides

Primers for RT-qPCR, see Table S1 This paper Table S1

sgRNA target sequence, see STAR Methods This paper STAR Methods

Recombinant DNA

pCAG-hyPBase Yusa et al. (2011) N/A

PB-CAG-IRES-NeoR Ohgushi et al. (2015) N/A

PL552 Addgene Cat#68407

pNL3.2[Nluc_minP] Promega Cat#E1752
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for the resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Ma-

satoshi Ohgushi (mohgushi@infront.kyoto-u.ac.jp).

Materials Availability
All reagents developed in this study are available from the lead contact with reasonable compensation by the requestor for its pro-

cessing and shipping.

Data and code availability
RNA sequencing data reported in this paper are available in NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus. This paper also analyses existing

publicly available datasets. Accession numbers are listed in the Key resources table.

This paper does not report original codes.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Pluripotent stem cells
All experiments using the human primed ESC lines KhES-1 and KthES-11 (Kyoto University; Suemori et al., 2006; Kawase et al., 2021)

were performed following the human ESC guidelines of the Japanese government. The 253G1 human iPSCs were a gift from S. Ya-

manaka (Kyoto University; Nakagawa et al., 2008). The KhES-1 cells were mainly analyzed in this study, but the other cell lines were

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

pGL3.2-8xBMP-RE This study N/A

Software and algorithms

STAR v2.6.1d Dobin et al. (2013) https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

RSEM v1.3.3 Li and Deway (2011) https://deweylab.github.io/RSEM/

R v4.0.3 The R foundation https://www.r-project.org

edgeR v3.32.0 Robinson et al. (2010) https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/edgeR.html

clusterProfiler v3.18.0 Yu et al. (2012) https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/clusterProfiler.html

TissueEnrich v1.10.1 Jain and Tuteja (2019) https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/TissueEnrich.html

Cell Ranger v4.0.0 10X Genomics https://github.com/10XGenomics/cellranger

Seurat v4.0.5 Hao et al. (2021) https://github.com/satijalab/seurat

Seurat Wrapper v0.3.0 N/A https://github.com/satijalab/seurat-wrappers

Monocle3 v0.2.3.0 Cao et al. (2019) https://github.com/cole-trapnell-lab/

monocle-release

SCENIC v1.2.4 Aibar et al. (2017) https://github.com/aertslab/SCENIC

GENIE3 v1.12.0 Huynh-Thu et al. (2010) https://bioconductor.org/packages/3.12/bioc/

html/GENIE3.html

RcisTarget 1.10.0 Aibar et al. (2017); Aibar

et al. (2016a). 2016b

https://bioconductor.org/packages/3.12/bioc/

html/RcisTarget.html

AUcell v1.12.0 Aibar et al. (2017); Aibar

et al. (2016a). 2016b

https://bioconductor.org/packages/3.12/bioc/

html/AUCell.html

gglopt2 v3.3.3 N/A https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/

Heatmaply v1.1.1 Galili et al. (2018) https://talgalili.github.io/heatmaply/index.html

Corrplot v0.90 Taiyun and Villiam (2021) https://github.com/taiyun/corrplot

FlowJo v10.7.1 FlowJo https://www.flowjo.com/

MetaMorph v7.7.3.0 Molecular Devices N/A

Fiji (ImageJ) v2.1.0/1.53c NIH https://fiji.sc/
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also tested for some key experiments. Undifferentiated human ESCs/iPSCs weremaintained as previously described (Ohgushi et al.,

2010, 2015). Cells were cultured on feeder layers of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF; Kitayama Labes; inactivated with 10 mg/mL

mitomycin C and seeded at 4 3 105 per 6 cm dish) in DMEM/F12/KSR medium (D-MEM/F12 (Sigma) supplemented with 20% KSR

additive, 2 mM glutamine, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (Invitrogen) and 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol). Recombinant human

basic FGF (5 ng/mL, Wako) was added soon after seeding. For cell passaging, ESC colonies were detached by treating them

with CTK dissociation solution at 37�C for 5-7 min, tapping the cultures, and then flushing them with a pipette, and recovering en

bloc from the feeder layer. The detached ESC clumps were broken into smaller pieces by gently pipetting several times, and then

these small clumps were transferred onto a MEF-seeded dish. For feeder-free cultures, contaminating MEF cells were removed

by incubating the suspension on a gelatin-coated plate at 37�C for 2 h in the maintenance culture medium. In this procedure,

MEF cells adhere to the dish’s bottom, but ESC clumps do not. The MEF-free ESC clumps were suspended in a MEF-conditioned

medium and seeded onto a Matrigel substrate (BD Biosciences). The culture medium containing bFGF was refreshed daily until the

next passage.

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmids and transfection procedure
To construct a reporter plasmid for BMP-dependent transcription (pNL3.2-83BMP-RE), double-stranded oligonucleotides contain-

ing eight BMP-responsive elements (AGATCCTCTGGTCACAGGATAATAATCCTGACGCCAGAAAGTCTGGAGGTC) in tandemwere

synthesized (GeneArt, Invitrogen) and introduced into the pNL3.2[Nluc_minP] vector (Promega). KhES-1 cells stably expressing fluo-

rescence proteins were generated using a Piggybac (PB) transposon system, as described previously (Ohgushi et al., 2015). cDNAs

for venus-taggedH2B, eCFP-tagged H2B andmCherry were subcloned into the PB transposon vectors containing a CAG-promoter-

driven expression cassette, followed by an IRES-NeoR (a gift from Dr. Niwa). These PB vectors were co-transfected with a pCAG-

hyPBase expression vector (a gift fromDr. Yusa) using the Lipofectamine Stem reagent (Invitrogen). A few days after the transfection,

cells were passaged to the DR4 MEF (Cell Systems)-coated dishes and, on the following day, the medium was switched to a

100 mg/mL G418-containing one to obtain polyclonal stable pools with G418-resistance. Cells expressing fluorescence proteins

were collected using a FACS Aria III flow cytometer (BD Biosciences), and used for downstream experiments.

Generation of GATA3 reporter cell line
The gene-targeting strategy for G3KI ESC lines is illustrated in Figure S1A. The guide RNA was designed to target an immediate

downstream of the stop codon of the human GATA3 gene (GGCCCTGTGAGCATCGAGCA) and generated using the Guide-it sgRNA

In Vitro Transcription System (Clontech). To create a donor template, homology arms to the integration site of the GATA3 gene, the 50

arm (772bp) and 30 arm (648 bp), were amplified by PCR using the genome extracted from KhES-1 cells as a template. To eliminate

the gRNA target in the 30 arm of the donor, the PAM sequence was disrupted by PCR-mediated mutagenesis. The 50 arm was linked

with a cDNA for encoding P2A peptide-fused tandem tomato fluorescent proteins in flame. These fragments were integrated into a

PL552 vector (Addgene, #68407) that contained a floxed expression cassette of puromycin-resistant genes downstream of the pgk

promoter and sequenced. Using this vector as a template, a single-stranded donor for homologous recombination was generated

using the Guide-it Long ssDNA Production System (Clontech). The gRNA, single-stranded donor, and recombinant Cas9 proteins

(Clontech) were introduced together into the KhES-1 cells by electroporation (Neon device, Invitrogen). Recombinant ESCs were

selected with 1 mg/mL puromycin, and the clones harboring both recombined and intact alleles were identified by genomic PCR

and sequencing. The resultant clones were transfected with a Cre recombinase expressing vector, and subclones in which a pgk-

PuroR cassette was removed were subjected to experiments.

GATA3+ ExE differentiation
For GATA3+ ExE differentiation, human ESCs were collected as clumps, suspended in MEF-conditioned medium, and transferred

onto Matrigel-coated dishes. The next day, the culture medium was replaced with fresh media containing A83-01 (1 mM) and

PD173074 (0.1 mM), and the medium was refreshed daily. Unless otherwise indicated, fresh DMEM/F12/KSR without bFGF was

used as the basal medium. We also tested other media such as MEF-conditioned DMEM/F12/KSR, mTeSR1(Stem Cell Technolo-

gies), StemFit AK-03N (AJINOMOTO), CDM (IMDM+Ham’s F-12 at 1:1 (Sigma), chemically defined lipid concentrate (Sigma), mono-

thioglycerol (450 mM), 1% ITS-X supplement (WAKO) and purified BSA (3%,WAKO)) andN2B27 (DMEM/F12/GlutaMax +Neurobasal

at 1 : 1 (Sigma), 1 3 B27 (Gibco), 1 3 N2 (Gibco) and 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol) on the different substrates-coated plates (MEF-

feeder cells, Matrigel and Laminin-E8 (Nippi)).

Immunostaining
Immunostaining was performed as described previously (Ohgushi et al., 2015). The cells were fixed with 4% PFA at 4�C for 20 min

and then permeabilized with 0.1–0.3% Triton X-100 solution. For HLA-ABC, GABRP and PRTG staining, cells were not permeabi-

lized. After incubation in blocking solution such as 2% skimmilk, 1%BSA or 10-20% normal donkey serum (Abcam), cells were incu-

bated in the blocking solution containing specific antibodies. The staining was visualized using secondary antibodies conjugatedwith

Alexa Fluor 488, -546, or�647 (Invitrogen). For F-actin staining, Alexa Fluor-conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen) was used. The nucleus
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was stained with DAPI or Hoechst-33342 (WAKO). Experiments were performed at least three times. Images were obtained using a

fluorescence microscopy (LASX system, Zeiss) or an inverted microscope (IX81-ZDC, Olympus). For confocal observations, serial

images were collected using a CSU-W1 unit (Yokogawa) configured with an IX81-ZDC microscope. Image processing was per-

formed using the MetaMorph and FIJI software.

Western blot analyses
Cells were washed with PBS and treated on the plate with HEPES lysis buffer (50 mMHEPES pH 7.4, 150mMNaCl, 1 mMEDTA, 1%

NP-40, and protease inhibitor cocktail) for 10 min at 4�C with gentle shaking, and total cell extracts were harvested by pipetting.

Immediately after adding the appropriate amount of 4 3 LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen) to the extracts, the cells were subjected

to a brief sonication for complete lysis. After boiling, cell lysates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting. A 5% skim

milk solution was routinely used as a blocking reagent. In particular, for the detection of phosphorylated proteins, a 2%BSA solution

was used for blocking. Images were obtained with an Amersham Imager 600 (Fuji Film) and processed using the FIJI software.

Flow cytometry analyses
To quantify fluorescence protein-expressing cells, cells were dissociated into single cells by TlypLE select and suspended in PBS

containing the DNA dye DRAQ-7 (Cell Signaling). The cell suspensions were passed through a mesh filter with 30 mm pores before

flow cytometric analyses. Using FACS Aria IIIu flowcytomer, the DRAQ-7-positive population was eliminated as dead cells, and the

fluorescence in these individual cells was measured. For the detection of surface protein expression in live cells, dissociated cells

were suspended in a culture medium and stood in suspension for 30min in a CO2 incubator. The cells were washed with FACS buffer

(PBS containing 2% fetal bovine serum) and incubated for 30min in FACS buffer containing primary antibodies. When needed, stain-

ing with fluorescence-labeled secondary antibodies was performed. After washing and suspending in FACS buffer containing

DRAQ-7, the cells were subjected to flow cytometry analyses. For HAND1 staining, dissociated cells were fixedwith chilledmethanol

for 10 min. The fixed cells were incubated in blocking solution (10% normal donkey serum) for 30 min, and then incubated in the

blocking solution containing primary antibodies for 1 h (or overnight). The cells were stained using secondary antibodies conjugated

with AlexaFluor-488 (Invitrogen), and subjected to flow cytometry analyses.

Luciferase reporter assays
The BMP reporter plasmid (pNL3.2-83BMP-RE) was transfected into ESCs together with the pGL3.2 plasmid for normalization. Cell

extracts were prepared using Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega), and luciferase reaction was induced using the Nano-Glo Dual-Lucif-

erase Reporter Assay System (Promega). Luciferase activity of firefly and Nano-Luc was evaluated as luminescencemeasured using

a SpectraMax iD3 plate reader (Molecular Devices). Luciferase activity units were represented as the ratio of Nano-Luc to firefly

luminescence.

Quantitative real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted using the RNAeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), and cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript II reverse transcriptase

(Invitrogen). The PCR reaction mixture was prepared on a 96-well plate using a Power SYBRGreen PCRMaster Mix according to the

manufacturer’s instructions (Applied Biosystems). The primer sets are listed in Table S1. They were run in triplicate on a 7500 Fast

Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). The expression level of each mRNA was estimated according to the corresponding

standard curve and normalized to that of GAPDH. Data are displayed as percentages to a maximum value or relatives to a control

sample.

Live imaging
Live imaging was performed as previously described (Ohgushi et al., 2010) using an inverted microscope (IX81-ZDC, Olympus) that

was equipped with a stepper filter wheel (Ludl) and a cooled EM-CCD camera (ImagEM, Hamamatsu Photonics)-. For a confocal

observation to monitor syncytium formation and cell division history, a single slice of the image was recorded using a CSU-W1

unit (Yokogawa) configured with an IX81-ZDC microscope.

Capture of syncytia formation
Two lines of KhES-1 cells expressing H2B-venus or mCherry were treated with AP for 4 days on the different culture plates. On day 4,

these cultures were dissociated and mixed at 1 : 1 ratio. The mixed cells were seeded on Matrigel-coated 6-well plates (2.5 3 105

cells per well) and further cultured in the DMEM/F12-based medium (D-MEM/F12 supplemented with 4% KSR additive, 1% ITS-X

(Gibco), 0.3% BSA (Invitrogen), and 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 2.5 mMY-27632). For live imaging, the mixed cells were seeded

on Matrigel-coated 35 mm dishes (Idibi) and time-lapse recording was started on the next day. After 6 days of mixing, the cells were

dissociated and harvested for flow cytometric analyses. To validate protein expression in syncytial cells, dissociated cells were sus-

pended in a culture medium and stood in suspension for 1 h in a CO2 incubator. Double-positive cells (23 105 cells) were collected

using a FACS Aria IIIu. Western blot analyses were done as described above. For the comparison, undifferentiated ESCs (non-

labeled) were subjected to a similar procedure.
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Bulk-RNA sequence and data analyses
Total RNA was harvested as described above. Sequencing libraries were prepared from 1 mg total RNA using the TruSeq Standard

mRNA LT Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina) and sequenced by Illumina NextSeq500 (Illumina) using NextSeq500/550 High Output

v2.5 Kit (Illumina) to obtain single-end 75 nt reads. Fastq files were generated using BaseSpace Onsite (Illumina). They were depos-

ited to the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GSE175977).

Sequence readswere aligned against GRCh38 genome assembly using STAR (version 2.6.1d, Dobin et al., 2013). Read counts and

transcripts per million (TPM) values of each gene were quantified and calculated using RSEM (version 1.3.3, Li and Deway, 2011). All

TPM values used in this study were provided in Table S2. The read counts and TPM values of each sample were imported into the R

platform (version 4.0.3) as thematrix data. The genes for which the sumof read counts of all given samples was <10were excluded as

ultra-low expressed genes for the following analyses. The read count matrix was provided to the R package edgeR (version 3.32.0,

Robinson et al., 2010), and differential gene expression between the two samples was assessed using an exact test. The DEGs were

defined as genes that were expressed with a p-value < 0.01 and a false discovery rate <0.05. For gene ontology and tissue enrich-

ment analyses, upregulated genes (log2[fold change] > 4) were extracted from DEGs and provided as input to the R package clus-

terProfiler (version 3.18.0, Yu et al., 2012) and TissueEnrich (version 1.10.1, Jain and Tuteja, 2019), respectively. TPM was used as a

measure of relative transcript abundance. Hierarchical clustering was performed with the R function as.dist and hclust using

‘ward.D2’ based, and principal component analyses were performed using the prcomp.

Single-cell RNA sequence and data analyses
For library preparation and sequencing

The AP-treated G3KI#2-5 ESCs were dissociated by TrypLE select into single cells and suspended in PBS containing DRAQ-7. After

the cell suspension were passed through a mesh filter with 30 mm pores, DRAQ-7-negative live cells were isolated as single cells

using a Flow cytometer. This preprocessing for reducing the incorporation of debris, large clumps or dead cells in the loading sam-

ples is crucial to minimize the risk for microfluidic chip clogs in the following step. The sorted cells were suspended in 0.04% BSA-

containing PBS, diluted into an optimal concentration, and then they were applied to a chromium controller (10x Genomics). A Chro-

mium Single Cell 30 Library & Gel Beads Kit v3.1 (10x Genomics) was used to generate oligo-dT-primed cDNA libraries following the

manufacturer’s protocol. The cDNA library for each sample was separately prepared and sequenced on an Illumina NovaSeq 6000

(Illumina) using the NovaSeq 6000 SP Reagent Kit v1.5 (Illumina). Sequence reads were aligned against GRCh38 genome assembly

using the cellranger count command of Cell Ranger (version 4.0.0) to generate a count matrix of unique molecular identifiers for each

gene per cell. They were deposited to the GEO database (GSE196365).

Data processing for analyses on a single dataset

Data processing was done on the R platform using the Seurat package (version 4.0.5, Hao et al., 2021). The Seurat object was gener-

ated using genes expressed in at least ten cells and cells including at least ten genes. For quality control, cells that expressed <4,000

genes, and >15% of mitochondrial genes were filtered out. A standard data processing workflow including normalization, finding

highly variable genes and scaling were done using default parameters. The cell cycle effect was assessed using theCellCycleScoring

function and was regressed by vars.to.regress option implemented in the ScaleData function. To reduce the dimensionality of the

datasets, the RunPCA function was conducted using the top 2,000 highly variable genes. After nonlinear dimensional reduction

was conducted with the RunUMAP function, cells were projected into a two-dimensional space using UMAP. We tested different

numbers of PCs and selected the appropriate PCs for the RunUMAP function. Cell clusters of the day 4 dataset were identified using

the FindClusters function by the first 15 PCs with the resolution parameter set to 0.5. Signature scores for each cell were computed

using the AddModuleScore function using the given genelist. To identify DEGs among the clusters of interest, we used the Find-

Markers function. Statistical significance was tested using a Wilcoxon rank sum test, and genes with adjusted p values less than

0.01 were considered significant.

Processing of time-series datasets as a single object

To revolve temporal dynamics of cell state transition, three Seurat objects were generated independently, and then theywere integrated

intoasingleobject simplyusing themerge function.After omitting low-quality cells, an integratedobject contained total 5,123cells (1,469

cells fromday2,1,773cells fromday3and1,890cells fromday4 samples).Using thisobject, normalization, findinghighly variablegenes

and scaling were done as described above. Nonlinear dimensional reduction was conducted with theRunUMAP function using the first

65PCs,andall cellswereprojected intoa two-dimensional spaceusingUMAP.For the trajectory inferenceandpseudotimeanalyses,we

used theRpackagedMonocle3 (version 0.2.3.0,Cao et al., 2019). The processedSeurat objectwas importedas aMonocle object using

the as.cell_data_set function implemented in theSeuratWrapperspackage (version 0.3.0).We identified cell clusters andpartitions using

thecluster_cells functionwith the resolution set to 0.001, and then fitted aprincipal graph using the learn_graph function. For pseudotime

estimation,wedefined the beginning root of the trajectory using theorder_cells functionconsidering theGATA3 andPOU5F1expression

levels. Each cell was colored by the pseudotime and plotted on aUMAP space using the plot_cells function. According to the estimated

trajectory, cells were divided into one outlier and three groups (ExE-A, -B or -C), and extracted using the choose_graph_segments func-

tion.We subtracted the outlier cells from the original integratedSeurat object and rebuilt a newone using the remaining cells. Annotation

information including cell populations and computed pseudotimeswere imported into ametadata slot of the object. The newSeurat ob-

ject consisted of 5,039 cells (1,867 cells of ExE-A, 2,839 cells of ExE-B and 333 cells of ExE-C). Using this rebuilt object, normalization,

finding highly variable genes, scaling, nonlinear dimensional reduction and UMAP projection were done again as described above.
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Processing for the comparison with publish single cell transcriptome

To evaluate AP-treated cells with the amnion-sac model, single-cell data for ‘Posteriorized embryonic-like sacs’ and ‘mixture of am-

niotic ectoderm-like cells (transwell) and H9 cells’ were obtained from GEO (accession number GSE134571) (Zheng et al., 2019).

Sequence reads of the AP-treated cells (day 2) and the amnion-sac were aligned against the same reference genome assembly.

For quality control of the AP-treated cells, cells that expressed <4,000 genes, and >15% of mitochondrial genes were filtered out,

and used as a query data. For the reference, two downloaded datasets were integrated into a single Seurat object using the merge

function. For quality control, cells that expressed <3000 genes and >8% of mitochondrial genes were filtered out to generate a refer-

ence object consisting of 11,212 amnion-sac cells. Normalization, finding highly variable genes, scaling and dimensional reduction

were done as described, and the reference UMAP model was computed using the RunUMAP function with the ‘return.model’ set to

‘TRUE’. After normalization and finding highly variable geneswere done following the standardworkflow, we projected the query data

onto the reference UMAP using the FindTransferAnchors and MapQuery functions. To plot all cells in the same UMAP space, we

applied ‘de novo visualization’ (Hao et al., 2021). The reference and projected query dataset were merged, and then new UMAP

was computed by the RunUMAP function using pca and ref.pca as dimensional reductions for the inputs.

The expression data for single cells of human peri-implantation embryos and the cell annotation information were downloaded

from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with accession number GEO136447 (Xiang et al., 2020). The data for cells of the gastrulating

human embryo were downloaded from the authors’ website (http://human-gastrula.net/), including the read count matrix and cell

annotation data (Tyser et al., 2021). Data of these public datasets and the single-cell data generated in this study were preprocessed

using the R as follows. First, we defined the intersect of gene names shared by all datasets. For a subset of genes, the Xiang et al.

count matrix included alternative transcripts. Tomake this dataset compatible with the gene names of the others, for genes with mul-

tiple transcripts we retained the transcript which was detected in the largest number of cells. This resulted in a merged read count

matrix for 22,691 shared genes in 21,410 cells in total. A single Seurat object was generated from the merged matrix and analyzed.

Genes that were detected (read count >0) in less than 3 cells were filtered out. We inspected the data produced by each study and

retained only cells that satisfied the following conditions:

d for our in-house data: 3000 < detected genes <8000, 3% < mitochondrial reads <12%.

d for the Xiang et al. data: detected genes >7000, mitochondrial reads <12%.

d for the Tyser et al. data: mitochondrial reads <3%, and total read count >100,000.

In addition, cells annotated as ‘‘Hemogenic Endothelial Progenitors’’ and ‘‘Erythroblasts’’ in the Tyser dataset were omitted. We

noticed that cells annotated as ‘‘ICM’’ in Xiang dataset highly expressed several trophoblast markers including GATA3, making their

reliability as a reference for cell-type classification ambiguous. Therefore, we also omitted these cells in our analyses. For conve-

niences, cells annotated as ‘‘Emergent Mesoderm’’, ‘‘Advanced Mesoderm’’ and ‘‘Nascent Mesoderm’’ were re-annotated together

as ‘‘Mesoderm’’. Cells annotated as ‘‘Non-Neural Ectoderm’’ were re-annotated in our analyses as ‘‘Ectoderm (amniotic/embry-

onic)’’, a term used in their published paper (Tyser et al., 2021). These processing resulted in a Seurat object consisting of 22,679

genes and 6,590 cells. We first tried to construct a reference object by merging Xiang and Tyser dataset, but this revealed that cells

were almost perfectly separated by the studies. We therefore integrated these two datasets using functions of the Seurat package as

follows. Data for of each study was normalized and 2,000 highly variable genes were detected. Shared variable features were picked

up using the SelectIntegrationFeatures function. Subsequently, the data was integrated using the FindIntegrationAnchors and Inte-

grateData functions. After integration, the combined data was scaled, and dimensionality reduction was performed using PCA and

UMAP based on the first 30 PCs. Visual inspection revealed that batch effects had been removed successfully, and we used this

integrated data as a reference. As query data, the processed Seurat object of AP-treated cells (day 2 to day 4) was used. Projecting

the query data onto the reference UMAP and ‘‘de novo visualization’’ were done as described above.

SCENIC- analyses
Gene regulatory networks were inferred using R package SCENIC (v.1.2.4) (Aibar et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2017). Before SCENIC

analyses, omitting low-quality cells, normalizing and cell clustering was done by a Seurat package as describe before. The log-

normalized count matrix was extracted from the processed Seurat object together with the cell annotation data. This matrix was

prefiltered using the geneFiltering function in default settings. Using the filtered matrix as an input, potential transcription factor

targets were inferred by running GENIE3 (v1.12.0, Huynh-Thu et al., 2010). Building co-expression modules, inferring potential

regulons and scoring regulon activities in each cell were done by running three SCENIC functions, runSCENIC_1_coexNet-

work2modules, runSCENIC_2_creatRegulons and runSCENIC_3_scoreCells, respectively. The results provided a matrix of AU-

Cell values that represent the activity of each regulon in each cell. The AUCell values of specific regulons were imported into the

Seurat object as a metadata slot and used for visualization of regulon activities in the UMAP space.

External data
Gene lists for EPI, PrE and TrB (Figure 1N), pre-CTB, post-CTB, early-STB, STB, early-EVT, and EVT (Figures 2B, 2C, S2C, and S2D)

were obtained from the report of Xiang et al. (see Tables S1 andS4 in Xiang et al., 2020). Gene lists for calculating STB signature score

were generated by combing together genes annotated as early-STB- and STB-enriched ones (Figure 6F). Transcriptional information
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on the human amniotic ectoderm is still limited. Therefore, we applied the single-cell data of post-implantation stage of cynomolgus

monkey (Ma et al., 2019). For constructing a gene list to calculate signature score for the amnion, we extracted the genes annotated

as ‘E-AM’ or ‘L-AM’ in the column of ‘cluster’ (see Table S6 in Ma et al., 2019). Gene symbols were converted to the human version

using an annotation table downloaded from Ensembl. This gene list included several typical trophoblast genes. Genes showing high

expression in the human placenta were selected by extracting the genes annotated as ‘Placenta’ in the column of ‘max_organ’ (Cao

et al., 2020, their Table S2), and an amnion-unique gene list were generated by subtracting the placenta genes from the amnion gene

list.

Other datasets used in this study were downloaded from GEO with accession numbers GSE101655 (Cliff et al., 2017) and

GSE89479 (Shao et al., 2017a-).

Graphical presentation
Correlation heatmaps and gene expression heatmaps were generated using the R package corrplot (version 0.84, Taiyun and Viliam,

2021) and heatmaply (version 1.1.1, Galili et al., 2018), respectively. Graphic visualization of single-cell transcriptome data was done

using DimPlot, FeaturePlot, VlnPlot, DotPlot and DoHeatmap functions implemented in Seurat with some modifications using the R

package ggplot2 (version 3.3.3). Flow cytometric data were visualized using the FlowJo software (version 10.7.1). All other graphs

were generated using ggplot2.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantificationmethods are described in individual figure legends or in STARMethods. Results are indicated as themeans. Error bars

represent standard deviations and n in the legends is the number of experiments. Statistical significance (two-sided) was tested by

Student’s t-test, Wilch t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test for two-group comparison, Tukey’s (among all groups), or Dunnett’s test

(versus control) for multiple-group comparison using R.
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